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Abstract

Neural network-based semantic segmentation has
achieved remarkable results when large amounts of
annotated data are available, that is, in the supervised
case. However, such data is expensive to collect and so
methods have been developed to adapt models trained on
related, often synthetic data for which labels are readily
available. Current adaptation approaches do not consider
the dependence of the generalization/transferability of
these models on network architecture. In this paper,
we perform neural architecture search (NAS) to provide
architecture-level perspective and analysis for domain
adaptation. We identify the optimization gap that exists
when searching architectures for unsupervised domain
adaptation which makes this NAS problem uniquely diffi-
cult. We propose bridging this gap by using maximum mean
discrepancy and regional weighted entropy to estimate the
accuracy metric. Experimental results on several widely
adopted benchmarks show that our proposed AutoAdapt
framework indeed discovers architectures that improve the
performance of a number of existing adaptation techniques.

1. Introduction
Fully connected convolutional neural networks have

shown to be effective for per-pixel classification (seman-
tic segmentation) in images particularly in the supervised
case [6, 5, 4, 17]. However, performance degrades when
the networks are applied to domains which they were not
trained on, that is, when there is a domain shift. Labeling
data in the new domain is expensive so researchers have
explored adapting the networks in an unsupervised man-
ner, a technique known as unsupervised domain adaptation
(UDA) for semantic segmentation.

UDA seeks to narrow the domain gap between a source
dataset, for which we have images and labels, and a tar-
get dataset, for which we have only images. While good
progress has been made in UDA for image classifica-
tion [10], UDA for semantic segmentation remains a chal-
lenge since knowledge of both the image features and the

image structure is needed in order to adapt.

Work has been proposed to address UDA at the feature-
level [2], at the image-level [18] and at the output space-
level [14, 11, 7]. However, we find some interesting ob-
servations at the architecture-level, in particular the lack of
correlation between how well a model performs on a su-
pervised problem and how well it performs for UDA. Our
experimental results show model improvements in the su-
pervised case do not necessarily translate to improvements
for UDA. Model search must be performed separately for
UDA but doing this manually is a significant undertaking
especially since the optimal model can be dataset depen-
dent. We therefore turn to the burgeoning field of neural
architecture search (NAS). We design a search space over
semantic segmentation models for UDA. We then develop
a search framework that finds effective models that can be
used with existing UDA approaches.

However, as we will point out, performing automated
search over candidate model architectures for UDA includ-
ing different training and adaptation configurations is a dif-
ficult problem. Simply combining existing NAS search
methods with UDA approaches is not effective. Tighter in-
tegration between these two concepts is needed particularly
regarding how to evaluate candidate architectures when la-
beled data is not available for the target domain. We study
the optimization gap that results when using NAS for UDA
and bridge this gap by simulating the target domain evalua-
tion metric. We incorporate these contributions into a com-
plete search framework.

We make the following contributions in this work. 1)
We approach UDA from a novel perspective, namely archi-
tecture. We propose AutoAdapt, the first framework to our
knowledge to perform automated network search for UDA.
2) We show that a tight integration between network search
and domain adaptation is necessary, that it is not enough
to simply combine existing NAS and UDA. 3) We propose
a novel evaluation metric for model selection to guide the
search controller so that it finds architectures close to those
that would result if target domain labels were available.



2. AutoAdapt: Domain adaptation at the ar-
chitecture level

2.1. Preliminaries and motivation
NAS searches the space of valid architectures guided by

an objective function. If the space of architectures is param-
eterized by α and the network weights are parameterized by
w then the joint architecture and weight search for a spe-
cific problem can be formulated as minimizing an objective
function J pα,wq as follows:

min
α

Jsearchpα,w˚pαqq

s.t. w˚pαq “ argmin
w

Ltrainpα,wq.
(1)

This implies a bilevel optimization problem. In order to op-
timize α, we first need to optimize w. For most supervised
tasks, Jsearch and Ltrain can be easily minimized by using
a training set to update w and a validation set to update α.
This is because, the proxy datasets (training and validation)
are derived from the same dataset. However, the situation
is different for UDA where accuracy can be only computed
for the source dataset pxS P XS ,yS P YSq. Due to the lack
of labels, the accuracy for target dataset pxT P X T q cannot
be computed and so there is no way to update α. Taking
adversarial training as an example [16, 14, 11], adversarial
loss is adapted for training. However, only an adversarial
training loss is meaningless for evaluating the model perfor-
mance on the target domain. The situation is thus different
from NAS for supervised problem where Jsearch is equal
to Lval which is the same loss as Ltrain (training set) but
just with a different dataset (validation set). We identify this
as an optimization gap when applying NAS to UDA.
2.2. Bridging the gap without labels

Then main challenge of the search problem is bridging
this optimization gap that results when labels are not avail-
able for the target domain. The form of the objective used to
guide the search is an open problem. Further, it is clear that
the performance of a candidate model on the target dataset
can only be approximated. We seek a joint metric to ap-
proximate this performance. Specifically, maximum mean
discrepancy (MMD) is used for computing the distance be-
tween source and target domain and entropy is used for de-
termining the model confidence based on output structure.
Regional Weighted Entropy (ReEnt) Entropy has been
used in domain adaptation [14, 11] beyond feature and out-
put spaces. As a confidence measurement, entropy indicates
where a model is struggling. We therefore investigate us-
ing entropy to evaluate how candidate architectures perform
on the target dataset. Specifically, given a softmax score
map p for a target image xT , denoted as p

ph,w,cq

xT where
h,w, c P H,W, C indicate the indices along height, width
and class dimensions of the last softmax layer of the model,
we compute the entropy as

Entph,wqxT “
´1

logpCq

C
ÿ

c“1

p
ph,w,cq

xT logp
ph,w,cq

xT . (2)

Here, C indicates the number of semantic classes.
Entph,wq

xT is a 2D matrix, and in order to produce a consis-
tent metric, we average the entropy over all pixel locations
as follows:

EntxT “
1

HW

H
ÿ

h“1

W
ÿ

w“1

Entph,wq
xT (3)

However, average entropy does not achieve our goal of
evaluating output structure. We therefore propose an im-
proved Regional weighted Entropy (ReEnt) to measure
adaptation performance regarding output structure. We par-
tition the input image into regions R based on the appear-
ance similarity computed using the low-level features. We
then compute the entropy value for each region as follows:

ReEntpr,cqxT “
1

logpArq

r
ÿ

h1,w1

p
ph1,w1,cq

xT logp
ph1,w1,cq

xT (4)

where h1, w1 represent the location of the region r. Ar rep-
resents the total locations of the region.

This is different from standard entropy which is used
to characterize the probability distribution along class di-
mensions. Our goal instead is to determine if a model pro-
duces smooth predictions within regions that have similar
appearance. If the probability is evenly distributed (smooth
prediction) within a region, then the entropy will be large
entropy[13]. So that all the metrics are consistent (smaller
is better), we take the opposite value. Finally we derive the
regional weighted entropy for the whole image as:

ReEntxT “
1

C

C
ÿ

c“1

R
ÿ

r

ReEntpr,cqxT (5)

Joint Metric for Model Selection Our metric for eval-
uating the performance of UDA which is also used for
model selection consists of two parts, one to evaluate do-
main alignment (MMD [12]) and another to evaluate output
structure. In order to also limit the computational cost of
the searched segmentation models, we add a computation
complexity (MACs) constraint as a regularization term in
the objective function. Our search goal thus becomes mini-
mizing the objective function as follows:

min
α

MMDpXS ,X T q ` ReEntpw˚pαq, α,X T q ` λMACspαq

s.t. w˚pαq “ argmin
w

LDApα,w,XS ,X T q.

(6)
At last, we summarize the proposed AutoAdapt frame-

work for unsupervised domain adaptation. AutoAdapt has
two stages. Stage I: Search and build model Given a spec-
ified search space and a pretrained backbone (seed-net), a
child model (super-net) will be created by the search con-
troller (which could be based on reinforcement learning,
evolutionary algorithms, gradient descent, etc.). Stage II:
Domain adaptation Given the child model, our goal is to
update the model weights by adapting from the source to
the target, that is to compute w˚pαq.
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Segmentation Model Backbone Segmentation Head
Domain Adaptation (mIoU)

# Params # MACs OracleAdvEnt IntraDA CCM
DeepLabV2[6] Res101 ASPP 43.8 45.8 49.9 44.6M 380.5B 65.1
DANet [4] Res101 Attention 39.8 42.7 47.5 57.7M 490.1B 77.6
DeepLabV3+[5] Res101 ASPP and Low-level 42.5 45.4 47.1 68.6M 627.0B 77.8
DeeplabV2-S˚ SENet[3] ASPP 41.3 43.9 45.7 49.3M 381.6B -
Deeplabv2-D[9] Searched ASPP 29.8 32.1 36.8 5.0M 6.2B -
AutoDeeplab[8] Searched Searched 37.6 39.4 42.9 10.2M 33.2B 79.7
Random search NAS NAS 37.8 38.5 39.4 45.5M 381.2B -
DARTS-1˚ NAS ASPP 24.8 27.1 28.8 5.0M 6.2B -
DARTS-2˚ NAS ASPP 28.4 33.9 39.8 5.0M 6.2B -
PC-DARTS˚ NAS ASPP 35.7 39.8 43.1 8.0M 8.7B -
AutoDeeplab˚ NAS NAS 32.8 35.1 37.5 10.2M 33.2B -
AutoAdapt (MMD) NAS NAS 44.2 45.9 49.8 44.7M 380.1B -
AutoAdapt (Ent.) NAS NAS 44.3 46.0 49.9 44.8M 380.5B -
AutoAdapt (ReEnt) NAS NAS 44.6 46.5 49.9 44.8M 380.5B -
AutoAdapt (Joint) NAS NAS 45.3 47.2 50.2 44.9M 380.5B -

Table 1: Comparisons between automatic search and hand-crafted architectures for UDA. mIoU is reported as the evaluation
metric. DeepLabV2-S denotes our implementation with backbone SENet, and DeeplabV2-D denotes our implementation
with backbone DARTS which is searched on CIFAR and then trained on ImageNet. * denotes our implementation. The
difference between searched and NAS is : Searched: searched by other application and train for UDA; NAS: perform
searching for UDA and train for UDA.

3. Experimental results
3.1. Effectiveness of AutoAdapt

In this section, we perform comparisons to answer the
question “Is automated model search really necessary and
effective for UDA?” That is, how does automated model
search for UDA compare with selecting hand-crafted ar-
chitectures and then applying UDA. Details are shown in
Tab. 1. Adaptation is conducted from GTA5ÑCityscapes
and mIoU on the Cityscape validation set is reported.
1) Comparisons to hand-crafted methods we re-
place the commonly used semantic segmentation net-
work DeeplabV2 [6] with the state-of-the-art networks
DeeplabV3+ [5] and DANet [4] in a UDA framework.
For fair comparison, the backbone remains the same for
all three segmentation models. Rows 1-3 show the re-
sults of using advanced segmentation networks with var-
ious UDA methods. We can see DANet and DeeplabV3
outperform DeeplabV2 in the non-domain adaptation case
(oracle=training using the target dataset) by large margins
of over 10%. But, when there is domain adaptation, they
perform worse than DeeplabV2, often with over 2% lower
mIoU. We also investigate how state-of-the-art backbone af-
fects UDA. We replace the backbone of DeeplabV2 which
is a ResNet-101 network with SENet [3] and call this
DeeplavV2-S. We realize there are other advanced back-
bones like Xception [1] that could be considered. But, for
fair comparison, we only consider SE-Net[3] as it is in-
cluded in our search space. Row 4 shows the results for
DeeplabV2-S. We observe that an advanced backbone does

not improve performance as it achieves only 42.3%, 43.9%
and 45.7% mIoU when used with AdvEnt, IntraDA and
CCM which is lower than the DeeplabV2-ResNet101 re-
sults. We conclude that manually designing segmentation
backbone or head for non-domain adaptation scenarios does
not necessarily lead to improved UDA results.
2) Comparisons to searched methods We select the
NAS discovered backbone DARTS [9] with an ASPP
(DeeplabV2-D) in DeeplabV2 and the NAS discovered seg-
mentation network AutoDeeplab [8] to separately replace
the segmentation networks for different UDA methods.
Rows 5 and 6 show these architectures perform poorly for
UDA. We conclude that replacing the network with archi-
tectures discovered using existing NAS techniques is not
effective for UDA. This is because these architectures are
discovered in supervised manner which does not take into
account the transferability/generalization of the models.
3) Comparisons to NAS methods We modify the search
loss function with a UDA loss in DARTS [9], PC-
DARTS [15] and AutoDeeplab [8] to see if existing NAS
methods can find effective architectures for UDA. Rows
8-11 show the performance of the modified NAS methods
with a UDA loss. Replacing the search loss function does
not provide a reasonable search space for UDA due to the
optimization gap. The difference between DARTS-1 and
DARTS-2 is the input size which results in different net-
work depths due to GPU memory constraints. PC-DARTS
is seen to perform better because it allows us to set a larger
number of network depths. Finally, we see from the last row
in Tab. 1 that our proposed AutoAdapt approach which per-
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Figure 1: Correlation between entropy and mIoU. Entropy is highly (inversely) correlated with mIoU as indicated by Spear-
man’s rank correlation (p) for all metrics used in AutoAdapt. All experiments are performed on GTA5ÑCityscapes.

forms architecture search specifically for UDA provides the
best performance for all three domain adaptation methods.

3.2. Ablation studies

We expect that an effective surrogate evaluation metric
should be correlated with the standard metric if it could
be computed (if labels were available for the target do-
main). Fig. 1 shows the (negative) correlation graphi-
cally as well as through Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficient ρ between variations of our novel evaluation met-
ric (MMD, Entropy (Ent), and Regional Weighted En-
tropy (ReEnt) and the combination of them) and mIoU for
GTA5ÑCityscapes adapted using AdvEnt. We stress that
we only use the Cityscape labels to compute mIoU for this
correlation analysis–we do not use the labels in our Au-
toAdapt framework. Fig. 1 shows that MMD which only
measures the distribution distance between source and tar-
get domains performs the worst. Combining MMD and the
output structure metric Ent or ReEnt improves the corre-
lation significantly. The proposed ReEnt by itself shows
higher correlation than standard entropy. The proposed joint
metric which consists of MMD and ReEnt achieves the best
correlation with ρ “ ´0.87.

4. Conclusion
We approach UDA from a novel perspective, namely ar-

chitecture search. We propose AutoAdapt, the first frame-
work to our knowledge to perform automated network
search for UDA. Even though we propose several strate-
gies to accelerate our evolutionary-based search, it is still
slower than gradient-based methods. In the future, we plan
to improve AutoAdapt by developing a fully gradient-based
framework. A current limitation of our work is that we still
rely on hand-crafted domain adaptation methods, like Ad-
vEnt and CCM. We hope to overcome this by automatically
adapting not only the model architecture but also the model
weights in a unified framework.
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